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PROCESSING OF NRZ PCM FROM 10 MB/SEC TO 200 MB/SEC

J.S. GRAY
Radiation Systems Division

Melbourne, Florida

Summary    The type of functions required to optimally process PCM plus noise are the
same at low and high bit rates. At high bit rates there are severe constraints in
synthesizing these functions due to limitations of present day devices and logic; and due
to extrinsic effects of networks over broad baseband bandwidths. Techniques developed
for signal conditioning, bit synchronization, group synchronization, and decommutation
of NRZ PCM from 10 Mb/sec to 200 Mb/sec are presented. Multiple techniques were
investigated in each area over the complete bit rate range of interest to ascertain
performance versus complexity and cost effectiveness among different techniques at
different bit rates.

Introduction    PresentdayoperationalPCM systems operate at bit rates less than 5
Mb/sec, but numerous programs are planned with much higher bit rate requirements. To
illustrate how high bit rate requirements can easily arise, consider the sending of high-
resolution analog video information requiring an 8-MHz baseband bandwidth by digital
means for reasons of efficiency, privacy, etc. Sampling at least twice 8 MHz with
probably five bits or more per sample for resolution would be required. Thus, a bit rate
greater than 80 Mb/sec is required.

In Figure 1 the block diagram for a PCM processing system is given. The pre-processor
effects baseline correction and amplitude control on the incoming noisy bit stream. The
bit synchronizer non-linearly operates on the signal plus noise to produce a phase
coherent bit rate spectral component. The bit detector or signal conditioner optimally
filters S + N and utilizes the bit sync clock output to make a maximum likelihood
decision on what signal state is present during each bit period. The preprocessor, bit
detector, and bit synchronizer are normally considered one major unit which is often
called a “bit sync.”

The group synchronizer uses correlation techniques to extract frame and subframe
information from the reconstructed bit stream. Depending upon the number of
correlations and their spacing in time during the last K major frames, the group
synchronizer operates in a search, check, or lock mode of operation. Correlation
thresholds and timing windows are a function of the mode of operation. The timing



information and e reconstructed data in blocks of parallel words are the group
synchronizer output to the decommutator. The frame and sub-frame timing information
is used by the decommutator to divide the bit stream into separate channels of data that
comprise the decommutator output.

Theoretically, the functions required to receive and optimally process the noisy bit
stream are the same at high bit rates as at low bit rates. At low bit rates, i.e., up to about 5
Mb/sec, it is easy to synthesize close approximations to these functions. At high bit rates,
however, there are severe constraints in realizing these functions due to the gain-
bandwidth, power bandwidth, and delay limitations of existing devices; because of speed
limitations of available logic; and finally due to the distributed and complex nature of
networks and packaging over such broad baseband bandwidths. Therefore, close
approximations to ideal performance require careful use of both communications theory
and circuit theory. Considerations for each of these areas are now presented and
represent an update of previous activity in high bit rate PCM reported on by the
author.(1)-(2).

Signal Conditioning

Matched Filter    The block diagram for a signal conditioner is given in Figure 2. The
signal plus noise passes through a matched filter which maximizes the signal to noise
ratio at the filter output at the end of a bit period. The decision unit makes a maximum
likelihood decision on the filter output at this time as to what signal state was present
during the last bit period. For NRZ PCM plus white Gaussian noise, a matched filter is
the integrate and dump filter or, equivalently, the sliding integral filter shown in
Figure 3. These are not optimum for band-limited PCM plus noise, but it has been shown
that the degradation in performance is small except for heavy filtering. (3) (4) Thus, these
two are normally used except for cases of known heavy filtering. It should also be noted
that the degradation in performance due to filtering is usually calculated in terms of non-
bandlimited signal plus noise. This assumes that non-bandlimited signal to noise is
bandlimited before the signal conditioner, whereas often a more realistic case is that the
signal at the sending end has been purposely bandlimited from spectral occupancy
considerations and is corrupted by wideband noise during transmission. If one plots BER
versus RMS filtered signal to RMS noise in a bit-rate bandwidth, the degradation in
performance is less than that predicted above. Of the two matched filters, the integrate
and dump has historically enjoyed the most usage mainly due to the fact that it is easily
made tunable and most low bit-rate bit synchronizer-signal conditioners have been wide-
range tunable machines.

Historically, to implement the integrate and dump matched filter, operational amplifiers
with capacitive feedback have been used as integrators and a switch type circuit has been
used in the feedback path to dump or initiate the integrator. Computer analysis shows



that the unity gain frequency of a 6 db/octave amplifier should be roughly 5 to 10 times
the highest frequency to be integrated. For NRZ PCM this frequency is several times bit
rate. Thus, extremely large unity gain frequencies are required. Even with a 6 db/octave
rolloff characteristic, stability is quite a problem for a high unity gain frequency
operational amplifier because of delay through the amplifier plus a normally unavoidable
pole in the feedback path due to Ro + Ri and Ci. Due to these factors, available
operational amplifiers with unity gain frequencies as high as 300 MHz have been
normally unusable as integrators. Even if stable, however, only the lower bit rate range
of interest could be handled using this technique due to the bandwidth required.

Likewise, historical methods of releasing the dumping integrators such as FET switches,
etc., use an increasing percentage of the bit period as bit rates increase. For two parallel
reset integrators the time required to dump or erase the memory element is considered
more of a limitation than the time for initiation of integration because settling time is
multiple time constants.

To achieve high bit rate operation, an integrate and dump matched filter was realized
using passive integration networks and gates. A block diagram for the resulting signal
conditioner is given in Figure4. The decision unit is an integral part with the filters, since
timing is required for both the filters and the decision-making process. A brief
description follows for the matched filter portion of the block diagram. Block one
matches the bit detector to the demodulator output, which is 50 ohms in the experimental
unit. Some filtering is included to remove unwanted demodulator outputs. Block two
merely produces a one-half bit rate clock signal with the proper levels from a clock input
from the bit synchronizer.

Block three shows gates utilizing combinations of diodes and current-mode transistor
switches. Alternate gates are open when the one-half bit rate clock is a ZERO and closed
when the output is a ONE. The closing time of the gate (which is the release time of the
bit detector) is less than two nanoseconds. Attenuation through the gate when open, wi a
500-ohm load, is greater than 50 db to 150 MHz. This attenuation is important in that
undesired signals at high frequencies are kept from feeding through the open gate. It also
ensures that the signal plus noise does not impart unwanted energy to the integration
network which decays to a zero energy state while the gate is open.

The integration networks in block four are passive networks. When the gate is closed,
the output current of the network closely approximates the integral of the input voltage
for the duration of the bit period. When the gate is open, the network returns to a state of
near-zero output within a bit period. Filtering is built into the network to eliminate
known unwanted signals; for example, unwanted double carrier frequency demodulation
terms.



The classical textbook method of implementing the sliding integral is by delaying the
input signal by a bit period and then subtracting it from the input signal at the input to an
integrator whose output is the filter output. This method only works if equal and
opposite energies are fed into the infinite memory integrator. Somewhat unequal
energies can be expected in practice. Thus, unequal state probabilities or run lengths of
one state will ramp the integrator output to an increasing value in one polarity. Limiting
the integrator memory to a fixed number of bit periods bounds the offset but introduces
transition density sensitivity.

To achieve practical approximations to the sliding integral, polynomial transfer functions
in s were investigated to find functions that were realizable over the frequency range of
interest and that had impulse responses representing good approximations to the sliding
integral impulse response. Several methods have been used to obtain ratio of
polynomials. One is to use various approximations for e-Ts in the transform, (1-e-Ts)/Ts, of
the sliding integral. Another method is to select classes of polynomial ratios that have
certain desirable realizability properties and then constrain shape properties of their
impulse responses by operating on the coefficients of the transfer function. Using both
methods, polynornials of relatively low order have been found that represent close
approximations to ideal and yet are realizable. Several of these can be synthesized such
that implementations for bit rates as high as 200 Mb/sec were achieved. A simplified
diagram of one such realization is shown in Figure 5. Realizations to about 50 or 60
Mb/sec have been direct-coupled to allow for transition density variation; that is, long
runs of the same state. Above approximately 50 Mb/sec the realizations can be capacitive
coupled since the ratio of the bit rate to the lower cutoff frequency of the filter is so
large. Thus, any reasonable run length of the same state can be accommodated. It is quite
reasonable that the sliding integral can be realized to a much higher frequency than the
integrate and dump filter since the first is a time invariant filter whereas the second is a
time varying filter.

Another approach to approximating the sliding integral was investigated. The filter
consists of a transversal filter followed by a low-pass filter as shown in Figure 6. The
transversal filter is implemented by summing the scaled outputs from M-equidistant taps,
T/M seconds apart on a delay line. The transfer function is:

This transfer function repeats every M/T hertz and the part from 0 to M/2T approximates
the desired transfer function. Therefore, this filter is followed by a low-pass filter which
rolls off before M/2T hertz. The noise bandwidth H(s) over 0 to M/2T Hz is 1/2T, the
desired result. The number of taps, M, should be chosen large enough so the effect of the
low-pass filter on the filtered signal is negligible. This filter has been implemented at bit



rates as high as 200 Mb/sec. There was, initially, a severe distributed summing node
problem with the transversal filter implementation when normal tapped delay lines were
used. In a joint effort with a delay line vendor, a special package was developed that
overcame this problem. Special filtering is also included to eliminate extrinsic effects
due to the nonideal nature of components over such broad bandwidths.

Decision Unit    At the end of a bit period, the decision unit makes a maximum
likelihood decision on the matched filter output to estimate what signal state was present
during the previous bit period. As stated previously, the decision unit for the signal
conditioner using an integrate and dump filter is combined with the filter because timing
is required for both. Referring again to Figure 3, it is seen that the decision process is
controlled by blocks five and six. In the threshold detect, threshold adjust, and
interrogate circuits in block five, the value of the current output of the proper integration
network at the end of a bit period is compared with a reference value.  If the current is
greater than the reference, a narrow pulse is transmitted to block six. If the value is less
than the reference, no pulse is generated. Interrogation of the state of the integration
network output current is controlled by transitions of the one half bit rate clock. The time
required to make the comparison and output is less than two nanoseconds. To achieve
such speeds, a tunnel diode - hot carrier diode bridge is used in conjunction with bipolar
transistors to implement this block. Block six is the Hold, OR, Reset and ECL Output
Level circuit. The narrow pulse from block five goes to a tunnel diode hold circuit. The
outputs of the hold circuits are OR’ed together to produce one output. The different hold
networks are reset at the proper times. This output is then converted to emitter-coupled
logic levels and is the overall output of the bit detector.

In Figure 7 a block diagram for a decision unit developed for use with time invariant
matched filters is shown. The output of the filter is monitored by a threshold detector in
the decision unit. If y(t), the filter output, is above 3, the reference value, then the
threshold detector output is a logic ONE. If y(t) is less than 3, then the output is a logic
ZERO. The clock from the bit synchronizer passes through a delay network to a second
threshold detector which converts the clock signal to logic levels with fast rise and fall
times. The outputs of both threshold detectors are inputs to an emitter-coupled logic
network. At the end of an equivalent bit period the logic output of the filter threshold
detector is sampled and stored by the logic network. The sampled state is the signal
conditioner output until the end of the next equivalent bit period. For performance close
to theoretical the threshold detector must rapidly change states when the reference level,
3 , is crossed and the region of uncertainty around the reference level must be small.
Thus, the gain/risetime required of the threshold detector increases directly with bit rate
and is very large at high bit rates. The threshold detectors in this decision unit were
designed using computer-aided techniques. The input uncertainty region is less than
±2 mv. The output risetime is about 0.6 nsec for a step input 100 mv above 3 and
degrades to about 1.7 nsec for a step 5 mv above 3. Delay through the threshold detector



is about 3 nsec. The emitter-coupled logic in the decision unit is MECL II or MECL III
depending upon the bit rate. Both “data estimate” and its complement are coaxial outputs
of the bit detector.

Bit Synchronization

In an NRZ PCM bit stream there is no component to lock to in order to generate a bit rate
clock. However, if the signal is filtered and passed through the proper non-linearity, a bit
rate spectral component is generated which can be locked to. There are multiple ways to
implement bit synchronizers such that the equivalent of passing the filtered bit-stream
through a non-linearity is performed. These can be roughly grouped into independent bit
synchronizers and coupled bit synchronizers as shown in Figure 8. In a coupled bit
synchronizer the bit detector output, the incoming S+N, and the VCO output are
combined in such a manner that coherent phase information is obtained. An example
would be a phase detection scheme where reset integrators for correct timing integrate
S+N from the middle of one bit period to the middle of the next. If there was a transition
during this time, then the integrator output should be zero for correct timing. For
incorrect timing the integrators’ output is an estimate of phase error if the type of
transition is known. For no transition the outputs should be disregarded. The estimation
of transitions is obtained from the bit detector output. The analysis of such a bit
synchronizer is quite complicated since the sum of two random processes is the input to
two highly coupled systems. One good method is to simulate the system on the computer
and study its performance versus signal to noise. With a coupled system there exists a
threshold effect due to coupling. Normally, however, this occurs at a low enough signal-
to-noise ratio such that performance is essentially equal to that of independent bit
synchronization techniques. The main advantage of the coupled technique is that it is
easily made tunable. It should be noted that most low bit-rate signal conditioner-bit
synchronizers have been tunable machines. As bit rates increase, the difficulty of
implementing the various coupled phase detection techniques increases greatly.
Independent bit synchronization techniques, however, scale well with bit rate and can be
implemented to quite high bit rates using readily available components. In an
independent technique the S+N is low-pass filtered and then passed through a non-
linearity, typically even order. It should be noted that the low-pass filter can be the
matched filter in the signal conditioner. At the output of the non-linearity circuit a bit
rate spectral component is present and the total output passes through a bandpass filter to
enhance signal to noise and also for memory purposes. The output of the bandpass filter
is connected to a phase-lock loop which locks its VCO output in a coherent phase
relationship with the bit rate spectral component in the bandpass filter output. The phase-
lock loop introduces further memory and signal to noise improvement. In all high bit rate
applications of which the author is aware, there is only one bit rate or, at most, a small
set of bit rates. Thus, the most judicious approach in terms of performance, ease of
implementation, etc. , is the independent technique. Therefore, the emphasis in this



development effort was on independent techniques. The non-linearities used were full
wave rectification and squaring. Full wave rectification has been implemented with
bipolar transistor and diode networks to 200 Mb/sec. A squaring network using a current
gain cell (5) approach squared its input for frequencies as high as 100 MHz. An
interesting problem is the characterization and measurement of the frequency response of
a non-linear network.

Combined Bit Synchronizer - Signal Conditioner Performance    The bit
synchronizer and signal conditioner operate together as one unit whose outputs are data
estimate and bit rate clock. The primary performance criteria is bit error rate, BER,
versus energy per bit to spectral density, E/No, or equivalently rms signal to rms noise in
a bit rate bandwidth for a given set of conditions. Other related performance criteria are
bit synchronization acquisition time, BSAT, and bit slippage rate, BSR. Acquisition
times for bit synchronizers tend to be more perceptual than actual. That is, 1000 bit
periods for acquisition at 10b/sec is perceived quite differently than 1000 bit periods for
acquisition at 100 Mb/sec. Thus, the phase-lock loop bandwidth and bandpass filter
bandwidth can typically be narrower at high bit rates than at low bit rates. For the
measured data given in Figure 9, the wn of the bit synchronizer phase-lock loop is around
0.1% to 0.2% BR. Thus, typical acquisition times are several-hundred bit periods. The
damping, * , of the loop is typically about 0.7 to 1.0 which is a reasonable compromise
between noise bandwidth, mean time to unlock, etc. Data has also been taken at other
values of wn and * . In general, narrowing the phase-lock loop and bandpass filter
improves BER and BSR while increasing BSAT.

The low-pass filter - non-linearity combination for the curves is either a 0.7 BR third
order low-pass and full wave rectify; matched filter and full wave rectify; or matched
filter-slicer-full wave rectify. The difference in performance for the three is very small at
any bit rate where all can be closely realized. Several different techniques have been
used to implement the full wave rectifier circuit.

In Figure 9a, performance data are given for a signal conditioner using the previously
described integrate and dump matched filter with its corresponding integral decision unit
and an independent bit synchronizer at 12.5, 25, and 50Mb/sec. The experimental points
are within 1 db of theoretical. At 50Mb/sec the signal conditioner is somewhat difficult
to align for optimum BER. Various improvements have been made in this signal
conditioner design and alternate realizations of different parts have been achieved. All,
however, seem to have a frequency limit between 50 and 100 Mb/sec. This is due to the
time varying nature of the filter involving both excitation and response times.

In Figure 9b, data are given for a signal conditioner consisting of a polynomial
approximation to the sliding integral and of a separate decision unit of the type



previously described combined with an independent bit synchronizer. Data at 12.5, 50,
150, and 200 Mb/sec are shown and the points are within 1 db of theoretical for all bit
rates. For NRZ PCM the difficult range of SNR for performance close to theoretical is at
the high end. Most signal conditioners deviate monotonically from theoretical with
increasing SNR and some show a sharp departure from theoretical above a certain SNR.
To illustrate that performance close to theoretical for high SNR has been achieved,
consider Figure 9c where the ordinate is now BER from 10-3 to 10-8. Data at 50 and 200
Mb/sec are presented. In terms of achievable performance versus complexity, difficulty
of implementation, and difficulty of alignment, this combination seems to be the most
cost -effective. The method of implementing this combination does vary somewhat with
bit rate. For example, at the higher bit rates one nanosecond ECL logic is used instead of
4 nanosecond ECL and ac-coupled amplifiers are used instead of direct-coupled
amplifiers.

Data are given in Figure 9d for the combination of an independent bit synchronizer and a
signal conditioner consisting of a transversal filter low-pass filter approximation to the
sliding integral and of a separate decision unit of the type discussed previously. The
experimental points are, as indicated, at 12.5, 50, and 100 Mb/sec. Performance is again
within 1 db of theoretical.

In summary, performance close to theoretical has been achieved with various techniques.
Of the bit synchronizer-signal conditioner combination, the signal conditioner is much
more difficult to implement at high bit rates such that performance close to theoretical is
obtained.

Group Synchronization    In Figure 10 a block diagram for a group synchronizer is
given. This type of group synchronizer is adequate for investigating techniques of
implementation at high bit rates since sub-frame information can be handled by more of
the same hardware. The serial-to-parallel converter is a MECL II or a MECL III 30 to 32
bit shift register depending upon the range of bit rates. Up to 55 Mb/sec the correlator is
implemented digitally using MECL IL The same correlator design can be implemented
with equivalent MECL III logic to allow operation to 140 Mb/ sec. The upper limit in
each case is determined by worst-case logic delays at 500C and by packaging delays.
The completely digital correlator uses successive add-store operations to arrive at a
binary number indicating the numbers of errors between the desired states and actual
states in the shift register. This binary number is compared digitally with the number of
allowable errors to estimate when the sync word is present. To achieve operation to 200
Mb /sec an analog correlator is used. In this correlator currents are steered to different
strip lines according to the differences between the actual pattern in the MECL III shift
register and the desired pattern. These currents are summed and compared to a reference
value and a correlation pulse generated according to which is larger.



The control logic and timing units are implemented with MECL II, MECL III, or a
mixture of the two, depending upon the range of bit rates. Front panel adjustable
parameters are error threshold in search, error threshold in lock, required search frames,
lock miss frames, aperture width, and frame length. At the start of this effort the upper
limit for implementing complex logic functions using emitter-coupled logic on
backplane wirewrap boards was investigated. The reason for this investigation was that,
historically, the wirewrap technique had been used for ground systems because it is cost
effective for limited production, easily modified for future requirements, and provides a
fast reaction capability. It was found that by using such techniques as resistive padding,
resistive pulldowns, clock clustering, and careful package placement, complex logic
functions could be implemented to a greater than 50-MHz clock rate using wirewrap.
The wiring of the boards was handled by normal manual or automated techniques with
no special instructions. Using emitter-coupled logic on back-plane wirewrap boards an
all-digital group synchronizer was implemented that operates reliably to over 50 Mb/sec.
The logic line used was MECL IL This group synchronizer is now part of a 50 Mb/sec
demonstration system.

To achieve operation at even higher bit rates, another group synchronizer has been
implemented using the analog correlator discussed above. The serial-to-parallel
converter, control logic, and timing unit uses MECL III logic. There is also a small
amount of additional MECL II logic in the timing unit. At these bit rates the logic is
packaged on double-sided printed circuit boards with stripline. For short-run lengths,
unterminated interconnects are used and the reflections absorbed into the rise and fall
times of the waveform. Methods for calculating maximum unterminated run lengths for
given logic types have been discussed by several authors. (6) (7) (8) Distribution of the clock
is quite critical and must be carefully considered. Analog buffers and transmission line
power dividers are used to route the clock to sections of logic. This group synchronizer
operates up to 200 Mb/sec. For both the all-digital and the hybrid group synchronizer it
should be noted that the correlator is the most difficult unit to implement.

Decommutation    Up to bit rates of 50 Mb/sec, a decommutator would have to operate
at a maximum clock rate of 12. 5 MHz if one assumes at least four bit words. Processing
at this rate presents no problem. Therefore, in the initial development effort to 50
Mb/sec, decommutation was not included. For bit rates as high as 200 Mb/sec then the
maximum decommutator clock rate would be 50 Mb/sec if, again, one assumes at least
four bit words. Thus, the decommutator can be implemented using ECL on back-plane,
wirewrap boards as discussed previously. A decommutator was built using this
technique. The basic input syllable length is four bits since this is considered worst-case.
Multiples of four bits can be decommutated to two or four parallel output channels.

Measurement System    At high bit rates the development of a measurement system to
adequately test bit synchronizer-signal conditioner performance is quite difficult. PN



sequences should be long so that a close approximation to random data is generated.
Noise spectral density should be flat to several times bit rate. Thus, PN sequences had to
be generated whose clock rate was as high as 200 Mb/sec. Up to 50 Mb/sec a 15-stage
maximal-length shift register sequence was implemented with MECL II on wirewrap
boards. The same sequence was implemented on a double-sided printed circuit board
with a separate adjacent analog clock driver board using transmission line power
dividers. The maximum clock rate for this unit is about 135 MHz. It should be noted that
providing in-phase clock to something like 25 logic loads at high bit rates is a very
severe problem. A third implementation uses MECL III and delay lines. By choosing the
proper sequence polynomial most of the flip-flops in the shift register can be replaced by
a delay line at a given clock rate. Thus, the number of logic packages to be clocked is
greatly reduced, which greatly simplifies the implementation. This PN-sequence
generator has been used to generate both short and long sequences at bit rates as high as
200 Mb/sec. The generated data is the input to a threshold detector where it is converted
to a signal with the proper levels and 1 nsec risetime. It is then passed through pads and a
power divider network, where it is combined with noise, into a broadband amplifier. A
noise diode output is amplified by a broadband amplifier and connected through pads to
the same power divider network. Amplifier bandwidths are 400 MHz. The noise spectral
density is essentially flat to 400 MHz and output signal risetimes are about 1
nanoseconds. Thus, at 200 Mb/sec S+N is bandlimited to approximately twice bit rate.
Therefore, testing at this bit rate is not for truly non-bandlimited S+N but the effect is
quite small for twice bit rate filtering. As bit rates decrease, the non-bandwidth limited
condition is approached rapidly. Implementation of error counting circuitry is quite
difficult at high bit rates. Unless one is very careful in implementation, it is easy to get
errors under no noise conditions. To implement reliable error detection, data is delayed
until data and data estimate into the error detector are within a bit period of each other.
Then they are shifted into flip-flops. Thus, the flip-flop outputs are aligned. These
outputs and a clock signal derived from the same clock for the flip-flops are combined in
a logic network to detect data and data estimate differences. The buffered output pulses
indicating the numbers of errors go to a counter so BER can be ascertained. Below 50
Mb/sec the error detector is implemented with MECL II on wirewrap boards. For 10 to
200 Mb/sec operation it is implemented with combined analog-digital circuitry on
double-sided printed circuit boards. The logic used in this error detector is MECL III.
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Fig. 1.  PCM Processing System

Fig. 2.  Signal Conditioner Block Diagram



Fig. 3.  Matched Filters - Nonbandlimited PCM

Fig. 4.  Integrate and Dump Signal Conditioner Block Diagram



Fig. 6.  Transversal Filter - Low Pass Filter Approximation to Sliding Integral

Fig. 7.  Decision Unit Block Diagram



Fig. 8.  Bit Synchronizer Structures



Fig. 9.  Combined Bit Synchronizer - Signal Conditioner Performance
for Different Techniques



Fig. 10.  Group Synchronizer Block Diagram




